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Abstract--A class of nonlinear vectorial bifurcation-point equations are examined. Some sufficient 
conditions for the existence of nonzero solutions to the bifurcation-point equations are obtained. 
Additionally, approximate expressions are derived for any nonzero bifurcation solutions which are 
captured by the above sufficient conditions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
During the past 10 years, many authors have investigated bifurcation-point theory for an 
n-dimensional nonlinear vectorial equation with one parameter # [1-4]. They have 
obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for a nonlinear vectorial equation to have a 
bifurcation point. There are similar results in an infinite-dimensional space setting as well. 
Some progress has been achieved in the application of the bifurcation-point theory to 
differential equations (both ordinary and partial) in the study of the existence of some 
special solutions [4-6]. There has been some research concerning the problem of loss 
of stability in a system of differential equations using bifurcation-point theory [7, 8]. In 
Ref. [9] the author has obtained necessary and sufficient conditions for nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations to have the loss of stability of branching type. In the above- 
mentioned works, it is easy to prove that the bifurcation equation possesses a nonzero 
solution. When the number of bifurcation equations i exactly equal to one, as in Ref. [9] 
it has been proven that bifurcation equations possess a nonzero solution under some 
additional conditions. In the general case where the number of bifurcation equations is 
more than one, the problem of the existence of nonzero solutions to the bifurcation 
equations remains to be solved. 
In this paper we will deal with a class of bifurcation equations (not necessarily a single 
equation) and derive sufficient conditions for the existence of a nonzero solution. It is to 
be noted that these sufficient conditions are rather easy to verify. 
Let us consider the following nonlinear vectorial equation with one parameter/~: 
~(#).  x + f(x;/a) = 0., (1) 
where ~(/~) is an n x n real matrix with elements depending on the parameter #; xe~R", 
the n-dimensional Euclidean space; f(x; #) is an n-dimensional vector-valued function 
defined in ~R" x [a, b], f(0~; #) = 0n; [a, b] is a range of the parameter/~(a < b). 
In the case considered here, the definition of a bifurcation point can be stated as follows: 
Definition. A parameter value ~ ~ (a, b) is said to be a bifurcation value for the 
nonlinear equation (1), if in every neighborhood of the point (0,; ~)  there is 
a nonzero solution to equation (1). Sometimes, the point (0,; Po) is also said to 
be a bifurcation point for equation (1). 
tThis work was done at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. while the author was a Visiting 
Professor. 
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In Ref. [9] it has been proven that a necessary condition for Po to be a bifurcation value 
for equation (1) is that 
det A(#o) = 0; (2) 
several sufficient conditions for Po to be a bifurcation value for equation (1) are also 
presented. It is worth noting that in the proof  of all sufficient conditions it was assumed 
that the matrix A(/~0) possesses a unique zero eigenvalue. In practice, it is possible that 
A(Po) may have zero eigenvalues with multiplicity > 1; the necessary condition (2) itself 
is probably true in the case of multiple zero eigenvalues. 
In the following, A(Po) is supposed to have m zero eigenvalues. We are going to discuss 
the condition of f under which a bifurcation value of parameter  # for equation (1) will 
Occur. 
First of  all, we note the following propositions. 
Proposition 1. l 
I f  det A(kt0) = 0 and rank A(kL0) = n -- m (m >/2), then there is a positive number e such 
that in the neighborhood t~(Po)= (~o-  e, #o + e) there exist two full-rank matrices T,(/~) 
and T2(/~), such that 
I A*(#) ®" ~ ~"-m)l 
-11-'(#) ' ~( / ' t )  ' "]]-2(/'t) = f l~*(#)  = LO( . - , . , ) . ,n  &n- re (U)  j (3) 
for # e (#o -- e, #o + e), where A*(/~o) is the m x m zero matrix, i.e. 
A*(m)  = ®,., 
A._, . (#) is an (n -m)  x (n -m)  full-rank matrix and ®~ x(.-,.) and ®/.-,. l  ~., represent 
the m x (n - m) and (n - m)  x m zero matrices, respectively. 
Proof. Indeed, since rank A( /~o)=n-m,  there is an (n -m)  x (n -m)  full-rank 
submatrix which is denoted by A._m(~).  Without loss of generality we can assume that 
it is located in the lower right-hand corner of &(~).  By continuity there is a positive 
number e such that A._.~(#) is of full rank, thus the inverse &22,~(#) exists for 
# ~(#o - e, Po + e). We rewrite A(#) in the following form: 
A0,) = LA~,_.,) ,, .(~) A._~(~) j 
for k~ ~(#o - e,/~o+ e), where A., ~(._,.1(/~) and A~._,.)x,.(#) represent m x (n -- m) and an 
(n -m)  x m matrices, respectively. Now, we define matrices T~(#) and T,(#) as follows: 
T~(/~)_~ [®i._a:)~,. -~ , .  × (._.,,(/~). A2 .,(#,~._., ) ]  (4a) 
and 
gF  fl" ®" × (" - " ' ]  (4b) 
v2(u) L- 
for # ~(/.t o-- £,/.t o + e), where I., and ~._,. represent he m x m and the (n - m) x (n - m) 
identity matrices, respectively. 
Obviously, T~(#) and "T.,(/~) are of full rank for all # ~(/& - e,/~o + e). It is easy to verify 
that the following matrix equality holds: 
" L ®,._.,) x m ~._ , . (#)  J 
for # ~ (Po - e,/~o + e), 
Noticing that rank T~(/~o). ~(#o). T.,(po)= rank &(/~o)= n -  m and rank & . -~(Zo)= 
n -m,  we have 
rank A*(#o) = rank [A~.(/~ 0) - A,. ~ (. _ ~.)(Z0) " ~2- ~ ,.(~0) " A~,, _ ~.,~ ,JP0)] = 0, 
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which means ~*(~0)= A,.(#0)- A,. = i,-,,)(#0)" A~-_" ,,(p.o)" A(~ _,,)~ ,,(#0) is the zero matrix. 
so T~(p). ~(/~).T.,(#)= ~*(#) has the form required by Proposition 1.1. 
Utilizing Proposition 1.1 we can transform the nonlinear equation (1) into the following 
form: 
&*(,u). z + f*(z:/,t) = 0~, (5) 
where &*(p) has the same form as in equation (3) and z = (T.,-~(p)) • x, f*(z; #) = T~(p). 
f(T2(~) .z; ~). 
Proposition 1.2 
The nonlinear equation (5) possesses the same bifurcation property as the nonlinear 
equation (1), i.e. i f~e(a ,  b) is a bifurcation value for equation (1), then ~ is a bifurcation 
value for equation (5) also and vice versa• 
The proof of Proposition 1.2 is quite easy, we omit it! 
Therefore, when studying a bifurcation-point problem, without loss of generality, we 
assume always that the matrix A(/~) in equation (1) has the form in equation (3). 
2. SUFF IC IENT CONDIT IONS 
Let us introduce the following assumptions. 
1. All elements of A(p) are continuously differentiable functions in ~ for 
# e[a, b] and A(/~) is in the following form: 
I Am(#) O,, = ~,_,,,'] 
A(/.t) = L~)(n-") ×" A,_,n(/.t) A, 
a,,(#) at2(#) "'" a,,,,(#) 
~m(]A)  .~ - 0 az2(~ ) • ' "  a2.m ( ]2 )  , ~m(~.O)=@m 
0 0 . . .  a.,,,(,u) 
and ai~(#0)~ 0, A,_,,(/x) is an (n -  m)x  (n -m)  matrix, A,_,,(/z0) is of 
full-rank and/t0e(a, b). 
2. Every component of f(x;/~) is a homogeneous polynomial in x with degree 
/> 2, whose coefficients are continuously differentiable functions in/~ e [a, b], 
i . e .  
f (x , . ,  x._,.; #) =f[ '~(#)" xt +f[t ' - ' (#) 'x,  "x z + ' "  +f/' ' t( /2) - x~ -x,., 
+ f)'(,u)" x. _,,, "xl +f['")(#)" x~ +f[z31(#)'x z "x3 +""  
• ~ __ f~r .  . -m"  _ ' ' '  +f}-"l(#)'x_, , , , .  ;t,u)-x= x ,+ +f}""~(#) 'x~ 
+ fF'(~)" x,_,, x,, + x, ~ _ =" H°(~) • x, _,, 
+f[~l~l(#)'x~ + [terms with degree equal 3] 
+f¢~(p) .x~ + [terms with degree equal 4] 
+ [terms with degree >15]. i = 1,2 . . . . .  n 
and ~(Xl ,0, ,_ l ,X,_ , . ;#)=0,  j=2 ,3  . . . . .  m, where x~=[xt,x2 . . . . .  x,.], 
x~,_ ,, = Ix,, -I, x,, + 2 . . . . .  x,] and x' = [x~,, x'~ _,,]. 
Theorem 2.1 
Suppose that assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Iffl~t~(p.0)# 0, then P0 is a bifurcation value 
for the nonlinear vectorial equation (I). 
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Proof By assumption condition 1, we can rewrite equation (I) in the following form: 
A,.(#) • x,~ + f,.(x~, x. _~; #) = 0., (6a) 
and 
A._,.(lz) • x._.~ + f~_ ~,(x.,, x~_,.; #) = 0 . . . .  (6b) 
where 
and 
f~,(x.~, x~ _~ ; #) = [fl(x,., x._ .,;/~) . . . . .  f~(x.,, x~ _ ,.;/z)] 
fy, _,.(x.~, xn _,.; #) = [f,~ + l(x,., x._ ~;/~) . . . . .  f~(x~, x._ m; #)1. 
Let us denote F._.,(xm, x._m;/~) = A~_~,(/~). x._.~ + f.-m(Xm, X._~; /~). By assumption 
conditions 1 and 2, we have 
F~_,.(Om, 0~_,.;/Zo) = 0,. 
_~F._,. 
63 x._~ = ~"-~(lz°) (n - m) x (n - m) full-rank matrix. 
x,. = 0,. 
x~_., = 0._,. 
/ z=~.  
With the help of the implicit function theorem, from equation (6b) we can solve x._,. as 
a function with respect to xm and #. In other words, there is an (n + l)-dimensional 
neighborhood K17+~)(0.;/1o) of the point (0.+1;#o) and there exists a unique (n - re ) -  
dimensional vector-valued function x._m=q~._~(x, . ;#)  defined in a neighborhood 
K("+~)(Om;/ao) of the point (0~,;/10), such that: 
(1) (x. ,  4'~-~(x.; ~,); ~) = KIT + "(0~; ~o) 
K ¢"+~)(n , ~ where E~ is some positive number; for (x~;/~o) ¢ ,, wi , ~.oJ, 
(2) ~b._,~(x,.; ~o) satisfies the identity 
~-~, (~)"  4'o_ m(x.,; ~) + f._,~(x.,, 4'~-,~(x~; U); ~) - 04_~ (7) 
for (x~; #)e.~,,z~"+ ~)(a,_m,./~), where KIT +'1(0.; #0) and K', 7 + ~1(0~;/~) are defined as" 
KI, + ')(0~;/~0) --- ((x; #)]lxl < E, × (~ - E,, ~o + E,)} 
and 
Kt~,t + I)(O~;/~o) --- {(x,~; #)[Ix,. I < El x (/~o - e,, ~o + El)}. 
By the uniqueness of  the solution to equation (6b) and assumption condition 2 it is easy 
to obtain 
4'~_ m(O~; ~) = 0~_~, 
and 
6 3xm =0~×~,~_~ 
x~ = 0n. (8) 
Substituting ¢._~(x,.;/~) for xn_~ in equation (6a) we have the nonlinear vectorial 
equation with respect to x,.: 
~r.(/Z) " X,. + fm(xm, q~n _,.(X~; /Z); #) = 0o (9a) 
tHere I'l means the Euclidean orm of the quantity 




a,,(#).x, + a,:(#) • x.. +- . .  + a~,.(# ). x,. +f~(x.,, 4,._,.(x,.; #); #) = 0 (9b) 
-a22(#) a~(#) . . .  am(#) 
A, . _ l (#)  = 0 ass (#)  " ' '  as , . (#)  , 
0 0 . - .  at , , , (#)  
xk _~ = [x.,, x3 . . . . .  x,.] and f~,_ ,(x,~, x, _,.; #) = [f.,(x", x,_ ~,; #) . . .  f~,(x"`, x, _,,; #)]. 
• * 0 Based on assumption 2 we know that x,,_~ = 4'"`_t(x~,#)-0,,_~, (xt;go)~K;~(;go) 
satisfies equation (9c), namely 
Am_ ~(#). 4'.._ ,(x,; #) + f~._ ,(x,. 4,..-,(x,; u). 4,._..(x,. 4,.,, ,(x,; #); #); #) - 0.._, (10) 
for (x,;#)E K~,(0; go) -~ {(x,;#)[I x, I < e,. # ~ (go - e,. go + e,)}. 
Substituting 4,, ._~(x~.#)-0.,  for x,._~ in equation (9b) we have a nonlinear scalar 
equation with respect to xt: 
at,(#)'x, +f,(x, .  Or._ ,. 4,._..(x,. Or._ ,; #); #) = 0. (l l) 
From assumption 2 and relationship (8) it is not difficult to see that 
xF t .f~(xt. Or._ ~. 4,._,.(x~. 0m_ ~; #); #) =flt~l(#)' Xt + [terms with degree in x~ >/2]. 
Let us denote 
hl(x~; #) ~- a~l(I.t) + f l l°(#)" x~ + [terms with degree in x~/> 2]. 
Since atl(go) = 0, f~m(go) V= 0, we have 
h,(O; go) = a,,(#o) = 0 
and 
8xl =f[I')(/~°) # 0 
X l=0 
#=p.o. 
Hence with the help of the implicit function theorem, there is a two-dimensional 
neighborhood K~:~I(0; #0) of the point (0; go) and there exists a unique scalar function 
xl  = q~t(#) defined in the interval (go -  E~, go + E2), such that: 
(1) (0,(#); #)eKe'-_)(0; #) for U ¢(#o - E.,, go + E,_); 
and 
(2) 4't(#) satisfies the identity 
h~(qS~(#);#)=O for #~(go--E,,#o+E.,),  
namely 
ate(#) +fltt~(#)" ~b~(#) + [terms with degree in ~b~(#) 1> 2] = 0 
for # ~ (#o - E,., #o + E_,), where E., is a positive number• Without loss of generality we can 
A"_ l(g) • x"`_ t + f,._ i(x,., O._"`(x,.; #); #) = 0,._ ~, (9c) 
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always assume that q < Et and 
g',-'.'(o;u) = {(x,;st)llx, I <<,  St~(m-<,~,o+£. . )}  
Since ai,(sto) :~ 0, we can assume that a,~(#) # 0, for (Sto - q,, ~ + E,), St ¢: #0. Thus 
x~=~(#)  is a nonzero solution of the nonlinear scalar equation (I1) defined in 
(~ - E2, #o + E:). 
Obviously, substituting q~t(St) for x~ in equation (10) we have identity in # also: 
&. , - , ( . . )  4'r,.-,(~,(St); St) 
+ t.,_ ,(,~,(St). 4,..-,(4,.(u); St). ~.-~(~,(u). ~-,(4),(st); ,.); u)st) - 0m_, 
for St ~ (#o - c:, Sto + q). 
Thus, we obtain the following identities: 
and a,,(st) • 4',(st) + f,(q~,(U). 0.._ ,. 4,._..(q~,(st). 0 ._ ,; U); St) - 0 ) (12) 
&._,(St).o.._, +f,.._,(,~,(St).o..,_,.4,._.,(~,(St).o..,_,;St);u) or._, 
for St e (sto - E2, St0 + q). 
It follows that 
x.. L° . . - , ]  
is a nonzero solution to the nonlinear vectorial equation (9a) defined in the interval 
(/1o - q ,  ~o + q) .  
Noticing E2 < E~, thus (~b~(#); 0.~_ ~; St) c K~7 '+ '1(0..; St0), we have the following identity 
in St: 
&- , . (S t )  ' 4'.-,.,('~,(st). 0,._ ,; St) 
+fn-,n(~,(st),Om-,,~n-m(flPt(st),O~_l;st);st)=---On_m (13) 
for # ~ (/-to - E:, St0 + q). 
The identities (12) and(13) show that the vector-valued function q~.(st), defined as 
4~.(st) ~ 0.,_, . 
~._.(q~,(st). 0m_,; St) 
constitutes a nonzero solution to the nonlinear vectorial equations (6a,b), defined in the 
interval (sto - q., ~ + q). 
There, #0 is a bifurcation value for equations (6a,b). 
Theorem 2.2 
Suppose that assumptions 1 and 2 hold. I ff l l ' l (#o) = 0, but :q,(sto) =f~xt~)(st0) - f~z~(#o) • 
~#_z,.(sto)f(~)(sto) :~ 0, then #o is a bifurcation value for the nonlinear equations (6a,b). 
Proof. Utilizing the same reasoning as in the proof  of Theorem 2.1 we can show that 
there is an (n + l)-dimensional neighborhood K~ ~ ~)(0.;/-to) of (On;/~0) and there exists a 
unique (n -m)-d imens iona l  vector-valued function ~._~.(x~; #) defined in g-~m+ t/(0,.; ~) ,  
~t:  3 
such that: 
(1) (x,., ~._~(xm; #); u)~K~] + ')(0.; U0) 
g ' ( "  " I)(fl . for (x,,; ~o) ~--,3 ,~,., Sto); 
(2) the identity 
~.- , . (St)"  O.-.,(Xr,,; #)  + fn_,.(X,,,, ~b._,,,(X,.; #); /.t) = 0._,,, (14) 
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defined as 
* K,3 (0.,#o) and holds for (x~.;#)cK[ 7 "(0.,;m), where ~""') • 
K~" + ')(0.; #0) ~ {(x; #o)[I x l < E3, # e (lLo -- E3. #0 + q)} ~3 
# ~(#o - E~, 1~o + ~3)}, 
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K~"* t~(N • #o) are 
and 
K~7+ "(o.,; #o) -~ {(x~; #o)llx~l < q. 
where E3 is a posit ive number .  
Moreover ,  we have 
at , (#)" xl + al,.(#) "x2 +"  • " + al,.(#)" x,. +f i (x , . ;  ~._, . (x. , ;  #); #) = 0 
and 
~. ,_  ~(#). x~_ ~ + fm_,(x..,  ~._. . (x. . ;  #); #)= 0,._, 
and f rom assumpt ion  2 we see that 
f,._ ,(x,,  0. ,_  z, q~._,.(xl,  O~_ I; #); #)  = 0.,_ ,. 
By the assumpt ion  for f f rom the identity (14) we can easily calculate 
4,.-..(or.; #), 0_4,._ ~ . . .  
~Xm x m = 0 m 
G_.~(0..; ) = 0 . . . .  84~._mcx..  . =o. = O~ ×(._~, 
8 ~..~,.2'~ = _2A21 (#).  f . l l (#) ,  
80z~. _., = - &2 I,.(/.t) - f~"-)(#), 
c?xlOx: I ,.=o. 
as follows: 
and 
I , (15) 
(16) 
0 ~_~..._ .2 ,~ = _ 2A2-~.,(#)" f (" ' ) (#)  
Oxv. ,,~ = o,. 
for # ~ (#o - q,  #o + E3). where 
[ f . .+ t(#), f , .+2(#)  . . . . .  f.('~)(#)], f( lw(#) = lit) o,) 
f(,2,.(#) = [ f~ , (#) ,  f~2( /~)  . . . . .  f(,2,(#)], 
f(m..):(# ) = [f..¢~...,. ,(#), fm -~ _,(#)(~) . . . . .  f.~""'(#)]. 
It is conc luded that 4~._.~(x~; #) can be represented by the fol lowing form: 
~.  _,.(x,.; #) = - ~;-_1 ~,(/a)" [fctl)(#). x~ + 2 f~t2) (#) 'x , 'xz  +"  "" + 2f(1")(#)" x , -x , .  
+ f('.2)(# ). x~ + 2f(23)(# )" x2" x3 + " " " + 2f('"~(#) "x2" x, .  
+--  • + f~"")(#)' x"..] + [terms with degree in x,. i> 3]. 
Let 
h,(x, ;#)  = a~(#) + x . '  'A(x,, 0.,_ ~, 4'°-re(x,, 0m_, ;#);  #). 
(17a) 
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Noticing 
x?'  f~(xt, %_ ,. 4~._ ~(x,. 0~,_ ~; St); ~) 
=f~:')(,u)x! + [f[~'~)(#) - f~'(/.z). ~2_~,.(st) - fl~')(st)]x~ + [terms with degree in x~ >/3], 
we have 
h~(0;/-to) = a,~(y.o) = 0, (17b) 
ah, ~, =f~")(#o) = 0 (17c) 
aX l  - 0 
,a=,a 0 
and 
a~h* ,, 2 ~,(sto)=f~"t~(~) '~ - I 




a,,(st), ff,(st) +f~(~k,(st). 0,._ ,. ~n- . , (O, (#) .  0.~_ ,; St); #)  = 0., (18c) 
for St e (~ - ~4, ~ + e4), where e4 is a positive number and without loss of  generality we 
can suppose ea < Q. 
Since ati(st) :~ 0, fo r# e(~ - ca, Sto + ~), # # ~o, ~,b~(st) and @~(st) are not zero everywhere 
in (sto- e4, Sto+ e4) except # = g0. Thus from equations (16), (18b) and (18c) we see that 
~m(st)=F~'b'(st)l and ~k,.(st)=F~k'(st)l 
LO.~_,J LO~-,J 
are nonzero solutions to the nonlinear equations (15) defined in (Po -  ~4, Sto + ~). 
Combining with equation (14) we have the following identities: 
&.(st)" '~.~(st) + fm(¢~,(st), ¢'.-.~(4'~,(st); #); St) ---- 0,. -~ 
J A._,~(u). ~._ ~,(¢r.(st); St) + f.- ~,(4',.(st), 4'.- ~(4~,(U); St); ~) -- 0.-m 
~..(~,) ¢m(~,) + f.,(C,m(st), ¢n-..(~,,.(~,); St); ~,) -- o~, ~ 
J ~.-  ~(st) ~,n- m(¢~(~,); ~,) + f.- Ae~(st), 4,.- ~.(~r~(~'); ~); ~') ------ 0~-m, 
This means that in the neighborhood K~-° (0 . ;  ~o) of the point (0.;/Zo) there are two 
nonzero solutions to the nonlinear vectorial equations (6a,b). Hence, ~o is a bifurcation 
value for equations (6a,b). 
By the same reasoning and the same method as in the proof  of Theorem 2.2 we can prove 
that the following is valid. 
and 
Hence, utilizing a generalized implicit function theorem [I l l  there is a neighborhood 
Ka~tO" #o) of the point (0; #0) and there exist only two continuously differentiable functions t :4  i 
x~ = ¢~(#) and x~ = 0i(st) defined in the interval (/~o- c4,/~o + E4), such that: 
(1) (el(st);/~) c K~-')tn. #o) and (01(/~); St) ~ K ~21¢0" ~ 
for ~o e (~0 - E4, Sto + E4); 
(2) ¢~(#) and ~k~(#) satisfy the identitites 
h,(¢,(#); ~) = 0 and h,(~q(st); St) = 0 (18a) 
for ~ e (sto - e4, #o + E4),/.to # ~o, or 
a,,(st) .  ,¢,,(st) +~(4 , , ( .u ) ,  o,,,_ ,, ~,,_,,,(,~,(st), 0.,_ ,; ,u); St) - 0,,, ( lSb)  
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Theorem 2.3 
Suppose that assumptions 
f['l'(/~o) = 0, 
(11) ~2 (~0) = 0 
and 
1 and 2 hold. If 
~' °(go) = fl*'(#o) - f]2W(#o)" &;2 m(#o) f" t'(#) 
+ (A.-- t,.(#o)f ~'')(#o))'H°(/zo) "(A~ --~ ,.(m) "f~' t)(/-to)) # O, 
then ~0 is a bifurcation for the nonlinear vectorial equation (6a,b) where f]211~(/~0) is the 
coefficient of the term x,_,., x~ off~(x,.x._.,; #). 
Remark 2. I 
From the proof of the above three theorems we see that under assumptions I 
and 2, if flm~)(~)=0, ~2(/~0)=0 and ~s(~)= 0, but a coefficient of the term x~ in 
x?~(xt,  O._~,4J._,.(xt,O~_~;#);#) is not equal to zero at/~ =p~, then we can prove in 
a similar way that/~0 is a bifurcation value for equations (6a,b). 
Remark 2.2 
We can also prove a more general result: under assumptions 1 and 2/.t 0 is a bifurcation 
value for equations (6a,b), provided that a coefficient of a term x~ with lowest degree in 
x~-~ft(x~,O~_t,4>,_,.(x~,O.,_~;#);#) is not zero at/a =/~0. 
3. APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION OF A B IFURCATION SOLUTION 
In Section 2 we have derived several sufficient conditions for a parameter value ~ ~ (a, b) 
to be a bifurcation value for the vectorial equations (6a,b). From the proof of the above 
theorems it has been seen that we not only showed the existence of a nonzero solution of 
the bifurcation equation [i.e. the vectorial equation (6a)], but it is also possible to obtain 
an approximate expression of a nonzero solution with respect o the parameter/~. In this 
section we will derive an approximate xpression of a nonzero solution of the nonlinear 
vectorial equations (6a,b) in the concrete. 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1, we know that the nonzero solution era(#) of the 
bifurcation equation (6a) possesses the following form: 
4,~.(u) = [4,,(~,), o, o . . . . .  o], 
k .t ~r 
(m -- 11 
where the scalar function ~b~(#) satisfies the identity 
a~(/z) +f~"(#) .  q~(~) + [terms with degree in ~bt(#) I> 2] = 0 
for # s (#0 - E:, #0 + e2). 
Since a**(#) = ait(~)'(/~ -/~0) + [terms with degree in (# - ~)  >1 2], 
f~**l(~0) ¢ 0, ~:(~0)= 0, therefore ~bl(#) can be represented as follows: 
a~,(I.q) # O, 
ah(m) 
c~,(#) = f,,,,(#o)'(~i - I%) + o((~ - p.o)), 




H. S. Q[,~ 
~, . (u)  = 
a i,(/2o) 
flltL'(/20) (/2 - ao) + 0((/2 - ~o)) 
0 
0 
Substituting ~b.,(/2) in equation (20) for Xm in the identity (7), we have 




4,o-,.(/2) -~ 4,.- . .(~.(/2);/2) = ¢,._..(~,,(/2), o~_ ,;/2). 
Substituting the r.h.s, of expression (19) by relationship (21) we obtain 
~,-,,(/2) = -~,--~,,(/2o)" f(m(/2o)" (/2 -/2o) 2 + [terms with degree in (/2 -/20) > 2]. (22) 
Thus, when fltl)(/2o ) V: 0, the unique nonzero solution ~:(/2)= [~(/2), ~_,~(/2)] of the 
nonlinear vectorial equations (6a,b) is defined in the interval (/2o - ¢2,/2o + ¢2), ¢/> 0, and 
has the following approximate xpression: 





,~.-,.(/2) = - .-, .~.oJ - ')(/20)'(/2 -/20)-' + 0((/2 -/20):) 
where 0((/2 -/2o):) denotes an (n -m)-dimensional vector each component of which is 
a quantity with higher degree than (/2-/2o) 2 and expression (23) holds in the interval 
(~ - q,/20 + E:). 
When flm(/2o) = O, but a_,(/2)l~-~o-- [f[,,o(/2) _ fl"(/2)" ~2-~.,(/2)'f(~°(/2)].=~0 < 0 (for 
e2(/~) > 0 the reason is similar). Then, starting from identities (14), (18a) and (18b), and 
utilizing relationships (17b--d), we have 
QII(/2) +fl")(/2) • q~,(/2) + ~_,(/2)" q~ ~(/2) + o'(~,b ~(/2)) - 0 
and 
a,l(/2) +f l t"(#)"  0,(/2) + :t2(/2)' ¢ ~(/2) + O(0~(/2)) ---- 0 
for/2 ~ (/20 - ¢4,/20 + ¢4)- 
Hence, by the same method as Qin [I0], we can obtain the approximate xpressions of 
~I(P) and tp~(/2) as follows: 
I 1': 4,(/2) = a',~(~o) (/2 _/20) + 0((/2 - ~o) 34) (2a) ~:(/2o) 
(23) 
qt._m(/2) = --~2_~m(/2) " f('~)(/2)" ~b~(/~) + [terms with degree in ~,(#) i> 3], (21) 
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and 
[ ]': ¢,,(~) = _ a i , (m)  ( .  _ m)  - o ( (# - uo) 3~) (25) 
:q(#o) 
for # s(#0. ~ + q), where ai,(g0) > 0. 
Thus, the two nonzero solutions 4~.,(#) and 0..(#) of the bifurcation equation (6a) can 
be represented approximately as follows: 
[[ ]: ] a;,(m) (/~ _/~o) + o((/~ -/~o) 3 ~) ,#..(u) = :~_-(m) 
0, . -1  
(26) 
and 
for # s (/~o, #o + E~). 
Substituting ~b:($z) and O,(#) 
equations (26) and (27) for x,, and 




(~-m)  +o((~-m)  ~)  
Orn -- I 
(27) 
in equations (24) and (25) and 4~,,(#) and 0~,(#) in 
x,. in equation (17a) we obtain the approximate 
and 
in the following form: 
and 
= L~. -~( . ) J '  
o(.:F 
L~.-~(~)J 
#,.- re(U) ~ ~'.-~(~'.~(U); #)
0.-..(,,) ~ ~o°_ m(0..0,); u). 
[[, ]2 ] 
a,,(m) (u_u0) +o( (u -m)  3~) 
4'~.(u) = :o0,0) 
0, . -1  
ai,(m) (~ ~._ ~(~) : &;-2. , (m)'  f ( " ) (m)  ~ - ~o) + o((~ - m)  ~':) 
I [ a',,(m) 
0..(~) : ~o(m) 
O. -,.(~) = ~.-2 re(m)" f":~(~o)" 
~2(~o) 
for # G (#o,/-Zo + :~). 
Similarly, when flIIl(#o)= O, :~:(#o)= O, but 
:~3(/~o) = { f l~' ( /x  ) - f'-~'"(g ) &~-~ .,(/x) • f "  "(/.z ) 
]" ] - - - ' ( /~  - Uo) + o( (~ - m)  3 ~) 
Ore--  I 
a h (m)  • (~ - m) + o((~ - m) 32) 
} 
+ [~.-_, ~(~). f,,,,(~)]:. H°,(~). [<;; ~(~). r""(~)],: ~ } ~ o. 
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The unique nonzero solution 
of the nonlinear vectorial equations (6a,b) can be represented approximately as follows: 
4~(~)-- ~- -~]  "(~ - ~o)' ~ + o((~ -~o) ~) 
0, , -1  
Fa~l(]~o)l z3 
• ~.  -~(~)  = - ~ . - "  ~(~) -  f"  "(~o) • L ~ ]  (~ - ~o); '  + o((~ - ~o) ~') 
for # ~ (#0-  Es, #0 + Es), where E 5 is a positive number. 
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